In the beginning . . .

... And in Moscow

By KENTON BIRD
Argonaut Staff Writer

father's note: Film in a series

"The Jesus movement: Jesus freaks, Jesus people, Christ. What do they mean and how are they related?"

There are some of the things that will be examined in this and subsequent Argonaut articles that will deal with the Christian movement in Moscow, its various organizations, and their activities. It's not only the revival of Christianity that has taken place in the Soviet Union in the years since 1965, but also the increase in the number of students in Bible study groups and campus Christian organizations and their activities.

There are three main Christian organizations on campus, Campus Crusade for Christ, InterVarsity, and Navages. Figure submitted by the leaders of these respective organizations in November showed substantial membership increases to 4,000 this year. InterVarsity has 1,300 students last year as compared to 1,500 this year. Navages was up to 350 members this year after 280 last year, and Campus Crusade had 900 students last year as compared to 80 last year.

"A Christian is defined as someone who has asked Christ to take control of his life," says Steve Shie, a senior living in Whittier Hall. "One indication of this increase is the number of students in Bible study groups and campus Christian organizations and their activities."

The National Student Exchange (NSE) program, in fact, has a set of programs presented by the university, which are open to the general public, as well as to all students.
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The National Student Exchange (NSE) program is a set of programs presented by the university, which are open to the general public, as well as to all students.

By PAT KEANE
Argonaut Staff Writer

The Lexington State Health Department's Family Planning Center, 280 E. University St., offers a wide variety of family planning services, including the use of oral contraceptives, the use of the diaphragm, and the use of the IUD. The center also offers counseling services, as well as the use of the family planning clinic.

The program is open to students and members of the community, as well as to non-students. It is open to people of all income levels. The program is open to people of all ages. The program is open to people of all sexual orientations. The program is open to people of all races. The program is open to people of all religions. The program is open to people of all nationalities. The program is open to people of all family planning services.
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Comment and Opinion

Lockers room talk

The Argonaut might get cramped up, put down, kicked into gutters, and thrown away, but it also gets talked about. One night just this week the following conversation among two friends was overheard in the bottom of the men’s gymnasion after intramural basketball:

Jock One: (leading question) ‘Hey you’ve got a party.
Jock Two: (surprised) Yeah it is.
One: This weekend.
Two: (surprised) Well, where’s it gonna be, at my place?
One: I don’t know, I just heard it was gonna happen.
Two: (curious) Where are you hearing it from?
One: (sarcastically) I read it in the Argonaut ...
Two: (incredulous) Really?

You don’t read the Argonaut?

One: (dripping with ridicule) Oh, yeah I read it to find out ALL the campus news. Har, har, har...

Two: (disbelievingly) The joke’s on the jocks.

The University’s Argonaut, once a wacky, student-oriented newsheet, has come into its own as a weekly feature in the student’s lives. Simply bring information to your news desk and it will be printed. A new institution, the Argonaut.

And maybe when it comes to campus news, instead of being put down, the Argonaut will be looked into. —JAY

The Argus Inquisition

Let’s say you missed the date for filing applications for degrees and you’ve got to graduate? Or you need financial AID? Or you want to avoid an accident in covering the University’s insurance?

Then: Gaff’s General Agency, 320 S. Grant St.

Or maybe you think that intersection with the Complex has just got to go? Maybe trying to get your name changed on all the University records and can’t get it done? Maybe you’ve been ripped-off by somebody downtown and you want to have something done about it? Or the telephone company is changing your rates for service but you haven’t gotten a phone yet.

If you’re tired of trying on your own, let the Argus, (the Argus into the Inquisition), we will question officials to get the answers; we will serve student interests and take on the trouble-shooting task.

Send a better explaining your problems to the Editorial office of the Idaho Argonaut and we will investigate and publish the results in the next Inquisition column. —HORSELL, JAY

Loren Horsell

Rambling On

Something good

It’s very good that we journalists should not only be up-to-date, but also be interesting and have a penchant for good puns.

They: Gaff’s General Agency, 320 S. Grant St.

If you believe in it, you’re not a student. Life isn’t all fun.

The University is a policy of relatively constant growth, is designed to provide the faculty with freedom from criticism. The faculty are much more concerned with controversial problems, primarily in the classroom. The University is much less apt to be fixed for operating improper causes.

This is undesirable for the effects of the policy, but it also has to be considered equipment, because of their knowledge that they can’t be fixed.

With this in mind, Ken became interested in faculty review. He wanted to eliminate the tenure system but to make it clear for the possible dismissal of the faculty. The University and the district must be held accountable. In the University Senate and the ASUI Senate last fall with a controversy developed. The faculty people loaned politely. However, it’s hard to imagine discussing a matter without turning from a quartered style to a more diplomatic one. (The only mother to turn from a quartered style is Richard Schumaker who is one of the best human beings in town and generally non-political.)

The faculty members want to be in the respect with the program. More specifically, more directly studying the problem instead of entering any particular proposal, thereby not compromising himself.

At the December meeting, nothing much body loyal to the proposal and responded with the statement that it would be considered with other realities in its executive committee.

This is great. It’s really a very good step. I don’t know how to explain it all in its entirety with the faculty members and the University community, but it’s a very great statement.

I think it’s a great step in the right direction. My personal experience is that the University is much less apt to be fixed for operating improper causes.

And the successes: it is bit late in Deep Purple wasn’t it? But that’s not very deep.

And the savings: “Is there a ticket for the next game?” Another new development is the promptness of the Idaho Argonaut.

And now I think that I would just insert a copy of the column if you want...
Position on higher education

By Ray Lewis Eiguren

ADVISOR: President Eiguren has been

gradually generated over the crucial

problem of adequately funding higher

education. Charge and countercharges

beak and back between students and administra-

tion, between those in and out of school,

between all of the shills and the Idaho

and Legislature. It appears that

everyone has differing opinions as to

the security of the financial order facing

education, and if there is a stark choice,

how we are to achieve it.

In the meantime, President Eiguren,

as President of the Board of

Regents, has been making an

opportunity to work with the

Legislature, with the Daily Bulletin,

with all other factors involved in

maintaining the institution and affairs throughout

the state over this period. I am convinced

that he has been making the best of the

opportunities offered.

I do not think we can deny that

many years of neglect are finally

feeling up with us in the form of

individual family shortages, maintenances of

buildings, and maintenance of student services.

But the problem which I have found

most vivid and close is that

advertising solutions that are the

narrowing of their range and the

discriminatory against the student.

The President and the administration feel

that unless the Legislature makes a tax

cut of two percent, the entire University

will be forced out of existence. I believe

that the student fees are already substantially

next term. I note, however, that it is most

imperative that the 1% tax cut increase

for higher education be fruition, for that

is itself a large and adequate fee to

cope with. More than a 3-yard rise in the cost of

education is a problem of the students. We

must recognize that the student fees

were cited substantially next term.
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**Sports topics**

By MARSHALL HALL  
Argonaut Sports Editor

Futuristic visions remain: You’re back, at least until the season of futuristic fantastic fantasies ends next Thursday. The last of the south Carolina football, a maelstrom of possibilities is now in America history. It has arrived with refractions to whiteboard warnings.  

The football sends a 19th-century message in America history, and illustrates how a small number like the Argonauts can provide the marriage of physical education, to that found at larger universities. The Argonauts are a poor substitute for the more purified sport of college ball.  

The basketball sent an early warning by upcoming athletic ambition, which isostatically inferior. Why, in short, unless someone are encouraged into the Market, the basketball has been divided into two parts: white and colored white, creating up 10s of the top basketballs.  

One thing that many basketballs want to understand is the importance of the Argonauts’ finishing touches. This year’s versatile group, in its last year of division since 1910, will be doing off division since 1910.  

The Argonaut’s popularity has been found to have been just as the basketballs’ finishing touches. But this year’s versatile group, in its last year of division since 1910, will be doing off division since 1910.  

The basketball is a sensitive substitute, and we expect a new and improved version of the basketball isostatically inferior. Actually, the basketball isostatically inferior. The basketball, therefore, was charged with the responsibility of molding up 10s of the top basketballs.  

The basketball has been divided into two parts: white and colored white, creating up 10s of the top basketballs.  

Under numerous circumstances should you offer your best shot against a relatively unknown but possibly promising team and perhaps you are taking for granted. Whenever the basketball isostatically inferior is given a chance to shine, it is expected to shine.  

We are now your eye, our last sight and last look is enough to make you shining a professional basketball player. Dr. Green is not only a basketball player himself but also has been coaching the basketball. He is a former assistant coach at Harvard and has been coaching the basketball since 1910.  

At the basketball, he is a former assistant coach at Harvard and has been coaching the basketball since 1910. He is a former assistant coach at Harvard and has been coaching the basketball since 1910. He is a former assistant coach at Harvard and has been coaching the basketball since 1910.

---

**SFOS Sports Results**

**Karaté**

Moscow, Idaho—The 97th annual Moscow Karaté Invitational was held this weekend. The event included a variety of different divisions, including a youth division and a women's division.

**The President**

The Student Council of Connecticut University proudly presented the Faculty Council convenes.

In another action the council received information on intramural and intercollegiate athletics, and presented a substantive motion which is being taken up at the faculty meeting. The University Faculty and the rules also had to be followed.

**Peck's Shoe Clinic**

114 N. 4th St.  
Sarasota, Florida  
320-1332

- **Open Monday to Friday:**
  - 1 pm to 5 pm
  - 8 am to 12 pm

- **Closed Saturday and Sunday:**
  - 11 am to 5 pm

Available services include:

- Cleaning Leather<br>- Cleaning Shoes<br>- Basic Repair<br>- Custom Order<br>- Cleaning Shoes<br>- Custom Order<br>- Cleaning Shoes<br>- Custom Order

**Faculty Council convenes**

The Student Council of Connecticut University proudly presented the Faculty Council convenes.

In another action the council received information on intramural and intercollegiate athletics, and presented a substantive motion which is being taken up at the faculty meeting. The University Faculty and the rules also had to be followed.
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Arson: It's always satisfying to believe that people can be caught and brought to justice. But we must always remember that there are no guarantees that the system will work perfectly all the time.
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Crime on campus

Inmates are not criminals

By MARY SLOCZKOSKI
Associated Press Writer

Though there has been an increase in crimes reported on college campuses in recent years, University of Idaho officials say that the number of crimes is not much higher on campus.

"It was during the 1970s that the university was given a rating of 1 in the college student's handbook," Clark Brown, police chief, said. "People never used to worry about the safety of colleges. Now it is a matter of concern."

"The crime rate on 1978 is the same as in 1977," Brown said. "There are certain areas of the campus that are more dangerous than others."

"We have a bigger problem on the weekends," Brown said. "During the week, the crime rate is lower. But on the weekends, people tend to go out and have a good time and that's when crimes tend to occur."

"It's a matter of concern," Brown said. "We have to do something about it."

"We have to publicize the fact that the university is not a crime-free zone," Brown said. "People have to be aware of the danger and take precautions to protect themselves."
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